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I.

BACKGROUND

The federal Every Student Succeeds Act (“ESSA”) was signed into law on December 10, 2015. On April
28, 2016, Governor David Ige announced the members that he selected to serve on an ESSA Team,
which he charged with working to develop a blueprint for Hawaii’s public schools. As part of the work
they were charged with, the ESSA Team, together with the Governor, hosted the 2016 Education Summit
on July 9, 2016.

II.

SUMMIT

The 2016 Education Summit (“Summit”) was held on July 9, 2016 at the Hawaii Convention Center (the
agenda and main Summit program is attached as Exhibit A). It was open to the public. Board
Chairperson Lance Mizumoto, Board Member and ESSA Team Member Hubert Minn, and Board
Members Bruce Voss, Patricia Bergin, and Kenneth Uemura attended the summit. Board Vice
Chairperson Brian De Lima’s name was announced at the summit, but he was not in attendance.
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General Session I. The Summit started with a general session with all attendees. Superintendent
Kathryn Matayoshi provided the opening message. She spoke about the Department of Education
(“Department”) and Board of Education’s (“Board”) work on the review and extension of the Department
and Board’s Joint Strategic Plan and the work that is being done on ESSA. She covered some of the
themes that have been emerging from feedback obtained so far on the public education system—the
desire for well-rounded curriculum that embraces things like the arts; the need for caring and supportive
teachers; the importance of Hawaiian language and culture; and developing students’ social, emotional,
and physical well-being in addition to academics. Superintendent Matayoshi pointed out some of the
challenges but stated that everyone needs to work together to support all students to help them reach
their dreams.
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Olelo is planning on broadcasting the general sessions. They should be available in about 4-6 weeks from the
date of the Summit.

Board Chairperson Mizumoto provided a welcoming message. He recognized the large number of
individuals that dedicated eight hours of their weekend to discuss education. He noted the similarities
between Superintendent Matayoshi’s statements and what he had planned to say, which spoke to the
alignment between the Board and Department. He also recognized the work of the Governor’s ESSA
Team, which is an extension of the work being done on the review and extension of the Board and
Department’s Joint Strategic Plan, and expressed his appreciation that ESSA Team Chairperson Darrel
Galera and the ESSA Team has been collaborating with the Board and Department in their work. Board
Chairperson Mizumoto stated that now is the time to come together with a sense of purpose and show
the nation that Hawaii is a pacesetter in the design of ESSA state plans and strategic plans that will
ensure that we can do what will be most meaningful for our students.
Peter Oppenheim, Education Policy Director and counsel for the majority staff of the Senate Committee
on Health, Education, Labor and Pensions (“HELP Committee”), introduced Senator Lamar Alexander
(Tennessee), the Chairperson of the HELP Committee. A video of Senator Alexander was played where
he spoke about shifting power from the United State Department of Education (“USDOE”) to the states so
that decisions could be made by the people closest to the students—teachers, local school boards,
principals, administrators, governors, and state legislatures. He also spoke about the importance of state
coalitions to work together to make sure ESSA is implemented in the way Congress wrote it. One of the
ways to do this right now is to monitor what is going on in Washington, D.C., and participating in the
federal rulemaking process.
Governor Ige provided a Summit keynote speech. He began by stating that the Summit allowed
everyone to be involved in the work with which he had tasked the ESSA Team. ESSA moves the
education system from a No Child Left Behind (“NCLB”) industrial model to one that can prepare students
to be successful in a future that we cannot predict. Hawaii’s education system must be innovative and
creative to meet or exceed the accelerated rate of change in the world today and develop adaptive,
lifelong learners by empowering and delivering resources to those closest to the students. Governor Ige
shared his vision for future-focused, empowered school communities. He stated that Hawaii’s public
school students already compete and win at national and international levels, but we need to ensure all
students have the opportunity and skills to compete and win. Hawaii’s public school system can be the
best in the country, but it will take everyone in the room to expand the conversation and be agents of
change to ensure teachers, leaders, and students have the capacity, resources, and empowerment to
succeed.
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Ken Kay, EdLeader21, provided a Summit keynote speech on preparing Hawaii’s students for 21
century lives. Mr. Kay stated that this is a critical moment in K-12 education where there is the potential
for dramatic change. He spoke about the relationship between the terms “transformation” and
“accountability” and asked the audience to reflect on what they thought the relationship is and to share
their thoughts with their neighbor. He shared that it is possible for transformation to lead to accountability.
He compared the goal of the education system of the 1950s and 60s, which trained students to be
industrial workers (which he labeled as Student A), to the goal of creating self-directed workers for future
economies (which he labeled as Student B). He connected subjects (like math and science) to Student A
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and the Department’s General Learner Outcomes (“GLOs”) (including self-directed learner, complex
thinker, and quality producer) to Student B. He hypothesized that while we all want Student B, we are
stuck in the Student A model because we were all educated as Student A, but this is the transformation
that can take place.
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Mr. Kay provided examples of 21 century schools to show how education could be transformed. He
stated that while the GLOs are outstanding outcomes, they need to be owned and be the vision of the
system. He also shared examples similar to the GLOs, which have been adopted in other states, and
how the goals were made a part of school culture. Mr. Kay then spoke about how to translate the vision
into classroom practice and went through a new pedagogy called Austin’s Butterfly, where a student
created multiple drafts of a drawing of a butterfly based on review and advice from his peers, which
resulted in a dramatically improved drawing at the end.
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The Department’s GLOs are: self-directed learner, community contributor, complex thinker, quality producer,
effective communicator, effective and ethical user of technology.
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Mr. Kay said that if there is a change in pedagogy, there should also be a review of whether new kinds of
assessment are necessary. He encouraged people to define, practice, and assess what matters most
and focus on collaborative continuous improvement. He also spoke about how leadership (teachers and
leaders) have to model the change they want to see and the competencies they want for students.
Lee Posey, Education Committee of the National Conference of State Legislatures, Federal Affairs
Counsel, spoke on ESSA and how it could impact Hawaii. Her organization lobbied for ESSA because
NCLB had gone too far in the direction of federal control over education. She stated that while ESSA
went a long way to shift from federal control, the ultimate impact of ESSA has yet to be seen because
much will depend on the regulatory process (rulemaking by the USDOE) and the new federal
administration and Congress. Under ESSA, state and local policymakers must decide to be involved
because standards and goals for student subgroups and major racial groups are established by the states
and not at the federal level. She clarified that each state also needs to think about what information to
use to determine how schools are performing. There is a determination at the federal level of the
minimum requirements for assessments; for example, math, reading, and science are required. A 95%
participation rate is still required because ESSA maintains a focus on testing every student. She stated
that the difference is that under ESSA, states can consider administering different types of assessments
or use an end-of-course exam instead of a state assessment. The state must make decisions about how
to identify and what to do with low-performing schools (the bottom 5%). She spoke about funds that can
be used for school turnaround, including federal funds and grants. She clarified that the federal
requirements are a floor and not a ceiling and that students with unique needs and strengths should be
respected because the federal level decision-makers are now catching up to what the states are doing.
Breakout sessions. There were 15 breakout sessions that conference-goers could attend (all sessions
are shown on Exhibit B together with descriptions of the presentations and presenters) in two concurrent
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sessions. Patricia Bergin attended the Fixing No Child Left Behind in 2015 – How Congress Got it Done
and School Empowerment breakout sessions. Other Board Members will provide an oral reporting of any
breakout sessions they attended at the Board’s July 19, 2016 General Business Meeting.
The third concurrent sessions were dedicated to obtaining feedback on the design ideas of the ESSA
Team, more fully described and shown on Exhibit C. These feedback sessions were facilitated by ESSA
Team members, and conference-goers were broken up into small groups, which went through the design
ideas and shared their feedback and ideas. Small group feedback and ideas were then shared with the
larger group by putting the feedback and ideas up on the walls, organized by design ideas. An additional
area allowed for feedback and ideas that were outside of the scope of the presented design ideas.
Attendees were encouraged to go on a gallery walk, look at the feedback and ideas of other small groups,
and add individual ideas and feedback to the ones posted.
General Session II. After the third concurrent session, attendees went back to the main room for a
second general session.
Stephen Parker, National Governors’ Association, Legislative Director, spoke on the intent of ESSA and
the role of governors. Mr. Parker provided some history on how formal discussions of ESSA in Hawaii
have grown in size from groups that met in school libraries to the assembly of people in the convention
center. He stated that what the ESSA Team will develop will be based on public input and public input
alone because everyone has a role to play in thinking about what education means. He also stated that
ESSA is an opportunity for the states to allow ideas to come to fruition. There is a short turnaround, but
in his opinion, Hawaii has a head start in the process. The effort requires a partnership from the level of
the governor to the classroom level.
Dawn Amano-Ige, First Lady of Hawaii, provided the closing message. She described the genesis of the
ESSA Team and started by describing how she met Mr. Parker at a National Governors’ Association
meeting in February. After meeting Mr. Parker over coffee and discussing ESSA with him, she
encouraged Governor Ige to meet with Mr. Parker and hear what Senator Alexander had to say about
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Material provided at these breakout sessions are being posted on the Governor’s website, available at:
http://governor.hawaii.gov/main/july-9-hawaii-education-summit/. At the date of this writing, Senator Alexander’s
video message and Mr. Kay’s general session and breakout session material are posted on the site.
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ESSA. These discussions eventually resulted in the formation of the ESSA Team. She stated that a
strong education is our way forward and our hope that children will discover and work toward their
dreams and that a strong education thrives in collaboration and inclusiveness, not fear and divisiveness.
She stated that many good things are happening in public schools today and Hawaii’s students have
proven that they can compete and win on a global stage. However, we cannot stop until every student
has the opportunity to thrive because it is up to us to do better. She stated that at the Summit, people
came together to share voices and talk about how ESSA can empower states, communities, schools, and
those closest to our students because public education is the cornerstone of democracy. She went over
the next steps, which are for the ESSA Team to take the feedback and ideas shared at the Summit and
begin to shape them into plans that can be shared with the community through town hall meetings. She
invited everyone to join them at the town hall meetings.
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Exhibit A
Main Summit Program
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Exhibit B
Listing of Breakout Sessions
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Exhibit C
Design Ideas
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